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Qualifying and categorisation of EUR Pallets – based on UIC 435-2 and 
ISPM 15 / IPPC standards 

 
Colour of the pallet can be ’white’ or ’grey’. Only those light wood coloured (see picture below) 
pallets can be categorised as ’White’ EUR pallets that have maximum 0-1 faults. 
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Category A: ’White’ (Light wood coloured) EUR pallet Art. No.: GRVIL01 
 

1. Colour of the pallet: white (light wooden colour). 

2. Markings: There have to be at least two visible markings on the pallet: 1 EUR/EPAL marking 

and 1 railway company marking which cannot be PKP. If any of the two required markings is 

not visible (legible) or if the railway marking is PKP then the pallet has to be categorised as 

’Inadequate’.  

3. Contamination: The pallet cannot be contaminated. Contaminated pallets have to be 

categorised as ’Inadequate’.  

4. Cross boards: Any damage on cross boards is not acceptable. If any one of the cross boards is 

damaged, crusty or missing then the pallet can only be categorised as ’Inadequate’. 

5. Faults: ’White’ EUR pallets (Category A) can only get a maximum of 1 points from the below 

listed conditions / faults in total: 

a. Condition of boards (top and ffot) and wood chips: Maximum 1 wood-chip or foot 

board or top board can have any cracks. This surface crack cannot exceed 14 cm in 

length. In case of more than one crack or the crack is longer or the crack is not just a 

surface one or the board is crusty or any of the parts are missing then the pallet can 

only be categorised in a lower category. 

b. Condition of nails: At a maximum 1 nail is accepted to hang out on a pallet. If more 

nails hang out then the pallet can only be categorised in a lower category. 
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Category B: Normal EUR pallet     Art. No.: GRSZU07 
 

1. Colour of the pallet: grey or white. 

2. Markings: There have to be at least two visible markings on the pallet: 1 EUR/EPAL marking 

and 1 railway company marking which cannot be PKP. If any of the two required markings is 

not visible (legible) or if the railway marking is PKP then the pallet has to be categorised as 

’Inadequate’. 

3. Contamination: The pallet cannot be contaminated. Contaminated pallets have to be 

categorised as ’Inadequate’.  

4. Cross boards: Any damage on cross boards is not acceptable. If any one of the cross boards is 

damaged, crusty or missing then the pallet can only be categorised as ’Inadequate’. 

5. Faults: Normal EUR pallets (Category B) can only get a maximum of 4 points from the below 

listed conditions / faults in total: 

a. Condition of boards (foot and top) and wood chips: Surface cracks on wood-chip, foot 

board and top board are worth 1 point each. This surface crack cannot exceed 14 cm 

in length. In case of more than one crack or the crack is longer or the crack is not just 

a surface one or the board is crusty or any of the parts are missing then the pallet can 

only be categorised as ’Inadequate’. 

b. Condition of nails: Every nail that hangs out of the pallet is worth 1 point. 
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Category C: ’Inadequate’ EUR pallet    Art. No.: GRJAV03 
 

1. Colour of the pallet: grey or white. 

2. Faults: ’Inadequate’ EUR pallets (Category C) have more than 4 points from the below 

listed conditions / faults in total: 

a. Cross boards: Any one of the cross boards have a crack. The crack can only be surface 

one not longer than 14cm. 1 cross board fault is worth 3 points. In case of more than 

one cross board has a crack or the crack is longer or the crack is not just a surface one 

or the cross board is crusty or if a cross board is missing then the pallet can only be 

categorised as ’Inadequate’. 

b. Condition of boards (foot and top) and wood chips: Cracks on wood-chips, foot 

boards and top boards are worth 1 point each. More than 4 wood chips or foot boards 

or top boards have surface cracks. Other cracks (not acceptable in Category A and B) 

are considered faults in this category if they exceed 14 cm in length or they are deep 

cracks or the wood is crusty or parts are missing. Cross board faults are worth 3 

points each (see point a. above). 

c. Condition of nails: Every nail that hangs out of the pallet is worth 1 point.  
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Typical faults: 

Faulty top boards: 

   

  

Faulty cross boards: 
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Faulty wood chips / blocks: 

   

 

Faulty marking: 

 

Contamination (oil stain, smear, mold): 

 


